Phonics
Color the shapes that have the “c” sound in “city."

circus

cat

cell

chair

cycle

cylinder

crab

cave

circle
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Word Play
Unscramble to make words given in the box.

dangerous

official

commander

inhabited

distance

planet

A.

facfiloi

official

B.

antlpe

planet

C.

memordcan

D.

stidcane

distance

E.

antibedhi

inhabited

F.

songdruea
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Vocabulary
Circle the correct word to complete the sentence.
1.

( Report / Repeat ) to me when you see signs of life.

2.

( Record / Recorder ) this for the ship’s log.

3.

Don’t ( people / panic ), officers. We’re not going there.

4.

Commander, we have made ( content / contact ) with life
on Planet Earth.
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Reading Comprehension
Answer the questions based on the story.
1. Where does the spaceship land?
a. on a mountain

b. on a farm

c. on a shore

2. What do the visitors really see? Match.
lovely soft green hair

big city

grey river full of giant

grass on the hill

bugs
big bug houses

black and white cows

friendly people

cars on the highway

3. Who said this?
The cows crowd around the visitors.
a. Commander

b. Captain Zed

c. Storyteller

4. Which is not part of the visitors’ report about Earth?
a. Planet Earth is a good place to live for them.
b. There are huge numbers of dangerous bugs.
c. The people are very friendly and they say moo!
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Sentence Structure
Fill in the blanks with the given words.

what’s

over

let’s

see

“Let’s see what’s over the hairy green hill.”

“Let’s see what’s over the hairy green hill.”

us

Earth

to

welcoming

“They are welcoming us to Earth.”

“They are welcoming us to Earth.”
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Book Report
Name

Date

Title

Space Talk

Author

Joy Cowley

Characters

Illustrator

Sandra Cammell

Captain Zed, Commander, Officer One, Officer Two,
Storyteller

Write 5 words or phrases you've learned from the book.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Draw your favorite part of the story from the book.

I like this part of the story because…
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